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ASYMMETRY OF DOMINANT AND NON-DOMINANT SHOULDERS IN UNIVERSITY LEVEL MEN AND WOMEN VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS

OLGA ZUZGINA, MAXIMILIAN M. WDOWSKI
Faculty of Health and Life Sciences, Coventry University, Coventry, UK

ABSTRACT

Purpose. Volleyball involves repetitive forceful actions predominantly of one arm, which could eventually lead to an injury or shoulder pathology. The aim of the study was to compare the range of motion and strength in the dominant and non-dominant shoulders of university level volleyball players, with the objective of examining any differences between sexes.

Methods. A total of 19 university level volleyball players (9 men: 81.3 ± 8.0 kg, 21 ± 1 years; 10 women: 66.0 ± 8.2 kg, 19 ± 1 years) participated. The passive internal and external range of motion of the dominant and non-dominant spiking shoulders were measured with a goniometer. The shoulder strength tests were performed on an isokinetic dynamometer at the speed of 60°/s in the concentric mode of contraction. Shoulder internal and external rotator concentric strength, range of motion, and internal/external rotation strength ratios were tested between arm dominance and sex with the use of 2-way mixed design ANOVA.

Results. Internal and external rotation strength was asymmetrical in both men and women, in favour of the dominant side (p < 0.05). Both men and women displayed asymmetrical external/internal ratios (p < 0.05), with greater ratios present in the non-dominant side.

Conclusions. University level men and women volleyball players exhibit similar levels of significant asymmetry in the internal/external rotation strength between dominant and non-dominant spiking arms. Furthermore, subject-specific responses in strength asymmetries suggest further investigation at the individual level. Isokinetic shoulder screening could be used to reveal information about possible risk factors for shoulder injuries.
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Introduction

Inter-limb asymmetry compares the movement of one limb with respect to the other [1]. Research indicates that inter-limb differences measured across a range of tasks exert a detrimental effect on physical and sport performance [2], and have potentially injurious consequences [3]. In demanding overhead sports like tennis, basketball, or baseball, the asymmetrical nature of the throwing or serving movements can result in up to 44% of injury cases being classified as shoulder injuries [4]. Furthermore, Seminati and Minetti [5] argued that common shoulder injuries in overhead sports (impingement syndrome, suprascapular neuropathy, shoulder instability, and shoulder muscle strains) were caused by repetitive overhead movements.

As a consequence of the interest in injury risk and occurrence, asymmetries of < 10% have been proposed as the target for when athletes are returning to or currently competing in sport [2, 6, 7], and both athlete and non-athlete populations who exhibit inter-limb asymmetries greater than 15% have been associated with increased injury incidence and reduced performance when compared with groups who score below this threshold [8–11]. However, given the subject-specific and experimental test-specific nature of asymmetries [12], caution should be used when applying these thresholds across different experimental tests and cohorts.

Volleyball is an example of an overhead sport where acute and overuse injuries might occur as a result of the sport-specific movements such as spiking, serving,
and blocking [13]. A 4-year data collection from the International Volleyball Federation (FIVB, Fédération Internationale de Volleyball), where the medical staff of the participating teams were required to report all newly incurred injuries during all major FIVB tournaments (World Championships, World Cup, World Grand Prix, World League, Olympic Games), identified the shoulder as one of the most common overuse injury sites that occur in volleyball athletes, behind the knee [13]. Considering the asymmetric nature of shoulder movements in volleyball, one would expect that volleyball practice and match play can cause strength imbalances that present in the form of strength asymmetries between the dominant (D) and non-dominant (ND) shoulders. Isokinetic strength testing can play an essential part in the comprehensive evaluation and rehabilitation of a patient with a shoulder injury [14]. Evaluating the strength of shoulder external rotators (ER) and internal rotators (IR) has been suggested to be most informative because those muscle groups are responsible for dynamic stabilisation of the gleno-humeral joint [15]. One possible mechanism leading to shoulder injury may be a strength imbalance between the IR and ER muscles [16], which can be assessed by using isokinetic strength testing [17]. Strength imbalances have been measured as ratios between intra-limb muscles [16, 17]. Differences in IR and ER strength ratios appear to be related to injury in sports that involve overhead throwing activities, such as handball [18] and volleyball [19]. Therefore, gaining an understanding of potential intra-limb strength ratios in shoulder function and strength through isokinetic measurements is imperative for overhead sports.

To further highlight the importance of understanding asymmetries in shoulder strength, Reinold and Gill [20], and later other studies [21–23] stated that an overhead athlete is at greater risk of having an injury if their D shoulder is more than 9% stronger in the IR and more than 14% weaker in ER than the ND shoulder. Hadzic et al. [17] highlighted that studies had previously examined ER and IR strength asymmetries between D and ND in volleyball players. They stated that these studies were generally focused on elite level volleyball playing men and that the findings were somewhat inconsistent. For example, some studies [21, 22] did not report strength asymmetry and others [23–25] concluded that IR strength on the D side was greater than that on the ND side. Discrepancy also exists with regard to ER strength, as greater values have been reported on either the ND side [23, 25] or the D side [26]. Although research has provided evidence of position-specific injury risks, such as outside players having increased risk of shoulder injury over all other playing positions [13], current research has not associated playing position with an abnormal shoulder strength ratio or strength asymmetry [17]. There is also limited information on sex differences; a study by Hadzic et al. [17] on high level volleyball players speculated that women volleyball players could have a lower risk of developing shoulder-related problems than men. However, they only found the sex difference in women without a previous shoulder injury, potentially suggesting that the observation had limited implications to shoulder injury post recovery.

The constant repetitive technical movements in volleyball may result in functional, morphological, and biomechanical alterations of the D shoulder (preferred arm during a volleyball serve and spike), such as changes in the range of motion (ROM), muscle strength, the shoulder capsule and the scapula [27, 28]. Overhead sport athletes who perform a throwing motion similar to the volleyball spike have been shown to demonstrate increases in the ROM of ER and reductions in the ROM of IR in their D shoulders compared with the opposite side [16, 29]. However, definitive conclusions about these patterns and their associations with injury have not been established in volleyball [3].

As a consequence of the inconsistent and limited findings regarding sex differences [17], IR/ER ratios [21], and D/ND strength asymmetries [21–25], as well as a narrow breadth of populations examined [17], there is a requirement for further studies to confirm the presence of asymmetries and sex differences at skill level outside of elite and high level volleyball players. One specific population are university/college level volleyball players. Previous research has highlighted an increased injury prevalence at university/college owing to the increase in intensity and level of practice when compared with non-athletes [30, 31]. Furthermore, the associated injuries sustained during university level sport may limit future physical activity levels [31].

Therefore, the aim of the study was to investigate the presence of asymmetries in the ROM and strength in the D and ND shoulders of university level men and women volleyball players. We hypothesised that men and women would display similar levels of significant asymmetries in strength and ROM between D and ND shoulders. The findings in this study may contribute to understanding the quantity of asymmetries present for screening purposes and potential injury risk.
Material and methods

Participants

Overall, 19 university level volleyball players (9 men: 81.3 ± 8.0 kg, 21 ± 1 years; 10 women: 66.0 ± 8.2 kg, 19 ± 1 years) participated in the study. The subjects trained 6.2 ± 2.1 hours a week (generally 2 skill-based sessions and 1 strength and conditioning session) and had played volleyball on a regular basis for 7.3 ± 3.2 years. The number of matches played each week or time on court per match were not collected. Participants were excluded if they were currently injured, not currently performing, had a previous history of shoulder surgery, had shoulder pain, instability, impingement pain, or had visited a clinician regarding shoulder problems in the previous 12 months. Each participant completed a questionnaire concerning the sex, hand dominance, years of practicing volleyball, the playing position, hours of training, and incidence of previous shoulder injuries. The D arm was defined as the D hand used to spike and serve.

Procedures

In an attempt to reduce the effect of match play or training fatigue, no volleyball practice or upper body training were allowed 24 hours before the testing. All testing was performed in the daytime hours of 10:00–14:00 in an indoor university laboratory space at a temperature of approximately 18–21°C. Prior to testing, the participant performed a 15-minute self-directed warm-up, usually a combination of heart raising and dynamic volleyball specific movements. The passive ROM of IR and ER was measured by an experienced (3 years of clinical experience) sports therapist using a standard baseline goniometer (Fabrication Enterprises Inc., New York, USA). Before measuring the strength of IR and ER, the gravity compensation was calibrated with the use of spirit level measurer (torpedo level 11560, Screwfix, Yeovil, UK). The standard attachments were used to stabilise the participant’s torso, shoulder, and elbow. The dynamometer system was set up before each test session to fit the allowable limits for the right and left arm. The internal and external rotation of D and ND shoulders were assessed in sitting position, with the arm abducted to 90° and with the elbow flexed to 90°. The ND limb was measured first. The starting position was set to 60° of external rotation, at the speed of 60°/s in the concentric mode of contraction [17]. The familiarisation process was completed at 60°/s and by three sub-maximal trials in the selected speed, followed by 1-minute rest before the actual test. The decision to test by using one speed was made on the findings from previous studies, where differences in isokinetic variables were usually found.
at the lower velocity [3, 23]. The internal rotation was tested first for the three repetitions, the external rotation was measured next. After a 5-minute break, which allowed to change the sides and calibrate the system, the testing was repeated on the D shoulder. The participant could see the torque curve on the screen during the test.

Statistical analysis

The highest peak torque value (Nm) from three repetitions was used in the further data analysis. In order to compare the data with previous studies [17], relative measures of strength of the peak torque value were normalized for body weight (Nm/kg) (Equation 1). The concentric ER/IR strength ratio for D and ND shoulder was calculated (Equation 2) along with the absolute and relative strength percent deficit (%) for asymmetry in IR and ER (Equation 3).

\[
\text{relative torque} = \frac{\text{absolute torque (Nm)}}{\text{body weight (kg)}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{ER/IR strength ratio} = \frac{\text{external rotation peak torque}}{\text{internal rotation peak torque}} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\% \text{ deficit} = \frac{\text{higher peak torque} - \text{lower peak torque}}{\text{higher peak torque}} \times 100 \quad (3)
\]

Normality was assessed for all variables with the Shapiro-Wilk test, with the data conforming to normal distribution. Separate 2-way mixed design ANOVA (with independent measures on sex and repeated measures on shoulder dominance) with a Bonferroni correction was used to assess differences between ROM, relative and absolute IR and ER concentric strength, and relative and absolute ER/IR strength ratios. Independent measures t-tests were performed for relative and absolute strength deficit to test between sexes. All calculations were performed in SPSS software for Windows (version 24, IBM SPSS Statistics, Chicago, USA). The significance level of 0.05 was applied for all tests and partial eta-squared ($\eta^2$) effect sizes were calculated, with 0.001, 0.06, and 0.14 classified as small, medium, and large effect sizes, respectively [33].

Ethical approval

The research related to human use has complied with all the relevant national regulations and institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the Ethical Department of the Faculty of Health and Life Sciences, Coventry University.

Informed consent

Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study.

Results

ROM for both IR and ER was found to be similar between D and ND shoulders (ER: 0%, $p = 0.93$, $\eta^2 = 0.001$, small effect; IR: 5%, $p = 0.43$, $\eta^2 = 0.078$, small effect), and between men and women (ER: 4%, $p = 0.20$, $\eta^2 = 0.200$, large effect; IR: 2%, $p = 0.79$, $\eta^2 = 0.010$, small effect) (Figure 1). For the results presented in Table 1, IR and ER absolute peak concentric torque was found to be significantly different between D and ND shoulders (IR: 19%, $p = 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.763$, large effect; ER: 7%, $p = 0.014$, $\eta^2 = 0.548$, large effect), and between men and women (IR: 42%, $p = 0.002$, $\eta^2 = 0.732$, large effect; ER: 49%, $p = 0.006$, $\eta^2 = 0.637$, large effect). Relative IR peak torque was observed to be significantly different between D and ND shoulders (20%, $p = 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.771$, large effect), and between males and females (29%, $p = 0.026$, $\eta^2 = 0.480$, large effect). Relative ER peak concentric torque was observed to be significantly different between men and women (35%, $p = 0.033$, $\eta^2 = 0.454$, large effect). Relative and absolute ER/IR ratios were significantly different between D and ND shoulders (relative: 23%, $p = 0.024$, $\eta^2 = 0.489$, large effect; absolute: 17%, $p = 0.012$, $\eta^2 = 0.570$, large effect). Relative and absolute IR and ER strength deficit percentage turned out similar between men and women (relative: 2%, $p = 0.84$, $\eta^2 = 0.005$, no effect; absolute: 7%, $p = 0.395$, $\eta^2 = 0.092$, medium effect).

Figure 1. Shoulder internal (IR) and external (ER) rotation range of motion (°) in dominant and non-dominant shoulders for men and women volleyball players
Table 1. Internal (IR) and external (ER) rotators absolute and relative peak torque, ER/IR strength ratios, and strength deficit for dominant (D) and non-dominant (ND) shoulders in men and women volleyball players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Dominance</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Dominance x sex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>% difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute IR peak torque (Nm)</td>
<td>51.7 ± 14.0*¥</td>
<td>44.5 ± 13.3*¥</td>
<td>31.5 ± 3.6*¥</td>
<td>24.2 ± 6.9*¥</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute ER peak torque (Nm)</td>
<td>32.7 ± 9.8*¥</td>
<td>29.8 ± 8.6*¥</td>
<td>16.6 ± 3.8*¥</td>
<td>15.5 ± 3.8*¥</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative IR peak torque (Nm/kg)</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.17*¥</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.17*¥</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.09*¥</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.11*¥</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative ER peak torque (Nm/kg)</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.10*</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.10*</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.06*</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.07*</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute IR/ER strength ratio</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.12*</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.16*</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.11*</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.18*</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative IR/ER strength ratio</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.10*</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.15*</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.11*</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.35*</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute IR strength deficit (%)</td>
<td>17.4 ± 13.6</td>
<td>26.3 ± 18.3</td>
<td>13.4 ± 9.5</td>
<td>26.3 ± 15.6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute ER strength deficit (%)</td>
<td>11.7 ± 7.9</td>
<td>17.4 ± 11.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant difference ($p < 0.05$) between D and ND shoulders
¥ significant difference ($p < 0.05$) between men and women

Figure 2. Shoulder internal (IR) and external (ER) rotation absolute strength deficit (%) between dominant and non-dominant shoulders in male (M) and female (F) volleyball players

Figure 3. Shoulder internal (IR) and external (ER) rotation relative strength deficit (%) between dominant and non-dominant shoulders in male (M) and female (F) volleyball players
There were large between-subject differences in absolute and relative strength deficits (%) between D and ND shoulders for both men and women volleyball players (Figures 2 and 3). Six participants displayed over 30% relative strength deficits between D and ND shoulders for either IR and ER. One participant presented absolute and relative strength deficits in both IR and ER between D and ND of less than 15%.

Discussion

The aim of the study was to investigate the presence of asymmetries in the ROM and strength in the D and ND shoulders among university level men and women volleyball players. The main findings were that IR and ER strength was asymmetrical, in both men and women, in favour of the D side. Both men and women displayed asymmetrical external/internal ratios, with greater ratios present in the ND side. Furthermore, men and women exhibited similar levels of IR and ER strength deficits between D and ND shoulders.

Relative and absolute IR peak torque was found to be significantly different between D and ND (relative: 20%, \( p = 0.001, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.771\), large effect; absolute: 19%, \( p = 0.001, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.763\), large effect), as well as between men and women (relative: 29%, \( p = 0.026, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.480\), large effect; absolute: 42%, \( p = 0.002, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.732\), large effect). Our results agree with previous literature conducted in elite and high level volleyball players [17, 24]. Our results suggest that participating in volleyball for 7.3 ± 3.2 years and playing at a university standard can lead to the development of significant strength asymmetries between D and ND shoulders in the absolute IR peak torque. When compared with the literature [17], the absolute and relative IR peak torque was found to be lower in our university level cohort than the higher level athletes. These lower values could be attributed to the difference in the number of hours they spent training a week. The participants in Hadzic et al.’s [17] study from the Slovenian first and second national divisions trained on average 1.7 ± 0.6 hours a day for the men and 1.3 ± 0.6 hours a day for the women, whereas the male and female university level participants in the current study only spent 6.2 ± 2.1 hours a week. However, regardless of the training load, both men and women at university and higher level have significant asymmetries between D and ND shoulder IR peak torque.

When examining the relative and absolute ER peak torque, the current study proved significant differences between D and ND (relative: 35%, \( p = 0.033, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.454\), large effect; absolute: 7%, \( p = 0.014, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.548\), large effect), and men and women in the absolute peak torque (49%, \( p = 0.006, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.637\), large effect). The university level volleyball players presented similar asymmetries between D and ND as elite level athletes in studies by Wang et al. [25], Wang and Cochrane [23], and Michael et al. [26], but with the current results involving increased peak torque in the D shoulder when compared with ND. However, no difference was observed in relative ER peak torque between D and ND shoulders (3%, \( p = 0.473, \Delta \rho^2 = 0.066\), medium effect). The lack of any D-ND shoulder differences in relative peak ER torque potentially suggests that concentric IR, rather than ER, is the shoulder movement more likely to cause injury due to asymmetries in shoulder dominance. Further supporting this argument, in both the absolute and relative strength deficit the IR was 17.1–26.3%, whereas the absolute and relative ER was 11.7–17.4%. When compared with normal levels of strength asymmetry proposed by Reinoeld and Gill [20], the 17.1–26.3% range of the IR is greater than the 9% threshold for increased risk of injury, whereas the ER strength deficit of 11.7–17.4% in favour of the D shoulder had a generally normal strength asymmetry (i.e. strength difference within 14% in favour of the ND shoulder [20]). Furthermore, both men and women displayed absolute and relative IR strength deficit greater than the suggested 15% inter-limb asymmetry threshold that can lead to an increased incidence of injury in the lower limbs [9–11]. However, 5 individuals in the current study displayed differences of more than 30%, providing evidence that thresholds should be used with caution when assessing a group response. Therefore, both men and women university level volleyball players are potentially at risk of IR shoulder injury and isokinetic screening measures could be used to assess risk.

Unlike previous studies by Hadzic et al. [17] and Michael et al. [26], our results do not suggest significant important sex-related differences with regard to the ER strength asymmetry or any other variables measured. The absolute and relative ER/IR strength ratios were similar between sexes. With the majority of ratios sitting between the general recommendations (0.60–0.75) proposed by Ellenbecker and Davies [14], only the women D strength ratios were observed as slightly below (0.52–0.53). These ratios on the lower side of safe support previous literature [14, 17] in volleyball that highlights the ER weakness of the D (and also ND) shoulder in elite level, and now university level volleyball. One explanation for not observing dif-
ferences between sexes could point at the large between-subject variation and reduced sample size. In men alone, there was a range of 1.9–49.0% between D and ND shoulders for absolute IR strength deficits. Such observations mirror recent recommendations by Bishop et al. [12] for an individual approach to data analysis when investigating inter-limb asymmetries. However, the differences observed between D and ND in both absolute and relative strength ratios, regardless of sex, support the recommendation that additional resistance training for concentric ER strength of the D and ND shoulder must be emphasised for university level volleyball players.

A study by Wang et al. [25] suggested a deficit in IR ROM in elite volleyball athletes and its strong association with shoulder pain. The current study implies that the IR and ER ROM was similar between D and ND, and between men and women. These findings support a study that reported similar ROM in D and ND shoulders for elite volleyball players [34]. Schwab and Blanch [34] proposed that a reason for no ROM differences in volleyball, when compared with other overhead activities, might be due to there being no extra weight of the ball/racket in the movement that could force the shoulder into more external rotation and potentially increase its ROM. As a consequence, ER and IR ROM may not be susceptible to asymmetrical injury risk in university level volleyball players.

The main practical application of the current study is that it is recommended that additional resistance training for concentric ER strength of the D and ND shoulder should be emphasised for university level volleyball players to address shoulder strength imbalances and asymmetries. Furthermore, the large between-subject response highlights the potential need for increased analysis at the individual level and the necessity to use generalised injury thresholds with caution. Future studies should focus on determining if detrimental effects are shown in a variety of tasks associated with shoulder movement in volleyball to examine if thresholds exist that are related to performance or injury. Moreover, there is a need for longitudinal studies to investigate how the asymmetries of volleyball players change during a season or training intervention.

The first limitation of the current study was the sample size, which made it not possible to comment on the effect that playing position might have on strength and ROM asymmetries. Furthermore, the large between-subject variance in results had the potential to mask group-based statistics. Secondly, the study lacked the examination of eccentric contractions during internal and external shoulder rotations, which might provide further insight into potential injury risk factors. Thirdly, the use of a self-directed warm-up could have interfered with the results, as some participants could have used a more effective warm-up routine than others. Finally, an intra-observer test was not conducted for the shoulder internal or external ROM. An intra-observer test would have enabled reliability results to be presented for these measures.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the results of our study highlight that university level men and women volleyball players exhibit similar levels of significant asymmetry in IR and ER strength between D and ND spiking arms. As a consequence of the observed shoulder asymmetries, both sexes at this level of competition are potentially at risk of developing injuries related to IR of the shoulder. It is recommended that additional resistance training for concentric ER strength of the D and ND shoulder should be emphasised for university level volleyball players to address shoulder strength imbalances and asymmetries. Furthermore, isokinetic shoulder screening could be used to reveal information about possible risk factors for shoulder injuries.
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